
INSANITY: Injecting people with death shots is “public health” but RESISTING the
death shots is deemed “violence” and “mass murder”

Description

Believe it or not, mass murderers now actually claim those who resist mass murder are mass
murderers themselves. Dr. Peter Hotez of the World Health Organization is heading up the most
absurd propaganda campaign in the history of the world, claiming that unvaccinated citizens are a
“major killing force” in the world and that “anti-science violence” kills more people than guns, terrorism,
and nuclear proliferation. He links “anti-science” to far-right ideology, saying that resisting vaccines has
now become a political movement, like Nazi dogma. Wait, what? The extreme fascist WHO wants to
pretend that everyone else is trying commit genocide, while the vascular-clogging clot shots are
responsible for more deaths than guns, opioids, vehicle crashes, and the Holocaust itself?

Hotez, a professor of biology at Baylor College of Medicine, claims that 200,000 Americans needlessly
lost their lives because they refused to get the Wuhan Flu jabs, but has ZERO proof of this (because
it’s simply not true). In fact, the people who did not get “vaccinated” for Covid and lost their lives was
mainly because the FDA (and WHO) made ivermectin illegal while suppressing natural remedy
information about vitamin D and zinc. So now the Vaccine Cult of Pharmacology (a.k.a. the suicide
cult) wants everyone to believe that gene mutation injections will save mankind, while those who resist
them will destroy it. Sure.

The World Vaccine Cult (WVC or “WHO”) wants you to inject 
magic Kool-Aid (millions of prions) so you too can meet the 
holy aliens in orbit near Earth
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Meet the Branch Covidians (anyone Covid-vaxxed who thinks they can save the planet by force-
vaccinating everyone else), an ‘organization’ of apocalyptic medical extremists who blame natural
health advocates for trying to destroy the planet by remaining healthy. The Branch Covidians are “anti-
science” because they love all the fake clinical trials run by the creators of the killer Kool-Aid (Fauci Flu
stabs). The Branch Covidians also believe the world is melting because we drive gas-powered cars,
while electric vehicles use charging stations that require even MORE crude oil for power.

The Branch Covidians are also similar to Nazis, where anti-science propaganda rules their world,
claiming a certain type of people need to be eliminated to save the rest. This has become a major
political movement supported by fake news MSM and all of social media.

In other words, INJECTING people with death shots is “public health” but RESISTING the death shots
is “violence” and a “major killing force” that is spreading around the world like a virus. Anyone who is
“non-compliant” is a mass murderer who needs to be executed by electric chair, gas chamber, or
LETHAL INJECTION, according to the far-Left, because that’s the punishment for serial killers.

How ironic that the lethal injections (Wuhan Virus prion jabs) are what’s driving these crazed Branch 
Covidians to call everyone else mass murderers. Conversely, a recent Swiss study reveals Covid-
vaccinated sheeple are prone to heart injury, and getting a China Flu “booster shot” if you’re under 30
years of age is 18 times more dangerous than actually catching the virus.

Leaders of the Branch Covidians push for worldwide abortion, 
so who really believes they want to protect children with 
vaccines? 

Leaders of the Branch Covidians (WHO and FDA officials and spokespeople) also promote abortions,
especially for minorities, so why on earth would they be pro-life when it comes to “vaccinations?” They
aren’t. Follow the bouncing ball. Anyone who joins the Branch Covidians by getting Covid-vaccinated
may feel the effects (adverse events) of the magic Kool-Aid (strange rubbery vascular clots throughout
the body and brain) within just days of being injected with the cult prions. It’s like an invisible
concentration camp (hospital or doctor’s office) that you just walk into voluntarily and ask for some free
(tax-payer funded) magic Kool-Aid (toxic jabs) so you too can reach the outer perimeter of the
atmosphere (death).
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